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LED high bay lights 

series 

Power and 

lumen         
Dimension LED type and weight 

SLED 5L 30W   30W 4500M 
￠200*H50

㎜   
  COB/3030   2.75kg 

SLED 5L 60W  60W  5400LM 
￠200*H50

㎜  
  COB/3030   2.95kg 

SLED 5L 80W  80W 7200LM 
￠200*H60

㎜   
  COB/3030   3.6kg 

SLED 5L 100W 100W 9000LM 
￠200*H100

㎜   
  COB/3030   4.1kg 

SLED 5L 120W 3×40W 10800LM 
￠200*H120

㎜  
  COB/3030    4.8kg 

SLED 5L 150W 3×50W 13500LM 
￠200*H150

㎜ 
  COB/3030     5.4kg 

SLED 5L 180W 3×60W16200LM 
￠200*H180

㎜ 
  COB/3030     6.7kg 

SLED 5L 200W 4×50W18000LM 
￠200*H200

㎜ 
  COB/3030     7.4kg 
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1.COB  SensLights 

 

 

LED high bay light CL 4 with COB encapsulated in PC lens for secondary optical lighting and 

SensLights with satisfied photosynthetic efficiency and brightness makes the light transmittance as 

high as 95% so that the LED high bay lights without glare is known as limited light attenuation. 

2.Unique integral stretched aluminum 

 

The SensLights high bay is made of integral stretched aluminum with fin attached and stretched,the 

LED high bay light with 50~120w can be packed with radiator and without aluminum plate for the 

significantly savement in material and costt3. Stainless steel hook 
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LED high bay light equipped with thickening stainless steel hook hoisting famous for more durable 

and disassembly; so for the LED SensLights high bay enjoying a great popularity in warehouses, 

exhibition halls, car parks, art exhibition hall, gymnasium, workshop, highway toll stations, gas 

stations, supermarkets and other indoor high-altitude area. 

4.Quality power supply 

 

The SensLights high bay with quality power supply driven by constant current attribute to the wide 

voltage input, intelligent IC in favor of no surge and smart switch automatic overload protection, 

certified by Multitasking Corporation 

 

Files share： 

File about certification for LED high bay light and all the SensLights high bay  COB’s 

Electronic and Optic Specification and Temperature Test and how to install shared in 

Support and Download 
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LED high bay lights series   power and lumen         Dimension LED type and weight 

SLED 5L 30W   30W           4500M ￠200*H50㎜     COB/3030   2.75kg 

SLED 5L 60W  60W           5400LM ￠200*H50㎜    COB/3030   2.95kg 

SLED 5L 80W  80W           7200LM ￠200*H60㎜     COB/3030   3.6kg 

SLED 5L 100W 100W          9000LM ￠200*H100㎜     COB/3030   4.1kg 

SLED 5L 120W 3×40W          10800LM ￠200*H120㎜    COB/3030    4.8kg 

SLED 5L 150W 3×50W        13500LM ￠200*H150㎜   COB/3030     5.4kg 

SLED 5L 180W 3×60W        16200LM ￠200*H180㎜   COB/3030     6.7kg 

SLED 5L 200W 4×50W        18000LM ￠200*H200㎜   COB/3030     7.4kg 
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